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Kanyingi, Mwaruvie, and Osamba

Retelling the Mau Mau Past from the Mbeere
Perspective1
Benson Kanyingi, John Mwaruvie, and
Joshia Otieno Osamba

Abstract
This article analyzes the contested historical narrative behind the
Mbeere’s role in the Mau Mau movement. Specifically, it explores
the role of memorialization and marginalization in reconfiguring this past. With respect to the latter, the Mbeere were ostracized
from the Mau Mau movement after the Kenyan Parliament, headed
by Dedan Kimathi, sought to consolidate support by encouraging local officials to lobby bordering ethnic groups. As a result, the
Mbeere, who were suspected to be pro-government and anti-Mau
Mau, faced brutal reprisals from the Kikuyu and the Embu, key
players in the movement. Although the physical violence may have
ended, the symbolic violence of denial and ostracism persists as
the Mau Mau movement’s memory is popularized and commodified through the British government’s acknowledgement of their
abuse against Kenyans in the Mau Mau struggle. The dominant
history of the Mau Mau rebellion is harrowing for the Mbeere Mau
Mau veterans, who in fact existed and fought tenaciously against the
British but were subsequently omitted from these narratives. This
article draws on oral testimonies and archival sources to explore
this history and potential avenues for official recognition and
memorialization.
Keywords: Embu, Identity, Mbeere, Mau Mau, Memorialization,
Marginalization.
The Mau Mau movement is chiefly characterized by the manner
in which the residents of Central Province, namely the Embu, the
Kikuyu, and the Mbeere, fiercely resisted the British invasion.2
Having faced numerous humiliating defeats, the British invaders relied on reinforcements from Indians, Arab mercenaries, and
Ufahamu 43:1 Winter 2022
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internal collaborators. Equipped with superior weaponry, the
invaders engaged in what Richard Meinertzhagen terms “killing
without mercy, burning all huts and razing the banana plantations
to the ground.”3 Unable to stop the advances of the invaders, most
Central Province residents opted to settle for peace, accepting a
new standard of living fraught with oppression. Heavy taxation,
compulsory labor, and ongoing land seizures of the indigenous
population forced many Kikuyu to abandon their homes. Some
Kikuyu families were integrated into a squatter system, while
others became urban workers. The British colonial administrators
sent 454 Kikuyu families to the Embu District after their lands
were converted into large-scale plantations.4 Upon the Kikuyu’s
arrival in Embu, the two communities performed the adoption
ceremony (guciarua), which enabled them to reach a settlement
and attain a peaceful coexistence.5
One of the strategies employed by the British government
was the physical removal and relocation of the Mau Mau suspects, which it conducted through Operation Anvil. Huw Bennet
acknowledges how this operation effectively dismantled the Mau
Mau structures in Nairobi, pushing the movement’s activities to
rural areas.6 Indeed, the political agitations in Nairobi and Kikuyuoccupied districts were alarmingly effective at attracting other
ethnicities to the Mau Mau consciousness. To contain the spread
of the Mau Mau rebellion, the colonial government adopted a
“divide-and-rule” strategy, which worked well for imperialists
as they gradually persuaded the Embu to resent the previously
peaceful Kikuyu settlement.7 Essentially, the colonizers disrupted
the lives of the Kikuyu by enforcing separatism and land consolidation. Meanwhile, the Embu accelerated the rejection, forcing
the Kikuyu to establish villages in Itabua and Matakari as a form
of strict population control.8 Moreover, any Kikuyu attempt to
restart the Kikuyu Agricultural Clans Society (KACS) was swiftly
quashed by the colonial government, as conveyed in the 1950
Embu District Annual Report: “While its [KACS] outward aims
were theoretically good, there is no doubt that there were less
praiseworthy aims underneath.”9 Unfortunately, the British officials perceived the unity of the Kikuyu as a threat to the Embu
residents, which motivated them to catalyze fear and disorder.
The Mbeere who lived in the Embu District were often
praised by their British administrators, which contributes to a
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skewed historical narrative that fails to consider the full breadth
of Mbeere participation in the Mau Mau rebellion. For example,
Bernard Riley and David Brokensha suggest that the Mbeere in
the Embu District were the most likely ethnicity to respond to
the administration’s demands, going as far as to engage in voluntary communal labor in large numbers.10 Through politicization of
ethnic differences, some Mbeere were convinced they were the
colonial favorites—an ethnicity set apart from the others. While
the Embu and the Kikuyu resented colonial rule, the Mbeere
experience was different; land-hunger and overcrowded reserves
were far less pronounced in their region. Moreover, Mbeere loyalism was often associated with the accumulation of wealth. The
colonial government strategically exalted the Mbeere as a community that benefited immensely from their loyalty. However,
the reality of the situation proved to be quite different as the
Mbeere region lagged economically behind the Embu and Kikuyu
regions of Central Kenya.11 The colonial officials’ isolation of the
Mbeere from other Central Kenya residents profoundly affected
their respective memorialization in post-colonial Kenya. Despite
the colonialists’ efforts to detach the Mbeere from the Mau Mau
movement’s call for land and freedom, this article attempts to
convey a different perspective of the Mbeere involvement, ultimately positioning them in a contested debate of Mau Mau
history. Although their contribution is not neatly quantifiable, the
Mbeere nevertheless played a critical role in the Mau Mau uprising. This paper offers a unique narrative for decolonizing existing
knowledge and situating the Mbeere in a new wave of research
justice for knowledge creation and achievement of liberation for
those rendered invisible by a misrepresented past.

Effects of Colonial Encounters in the Mbeere Region
The colonial records used the following words and phrases to
describe the Mbeere region: “arid, sandy. . .unfavourably situated. . . rocky waste. . . struggle for existence. . . inhospitable
country. . .”12 According to colonial accounts, the Mbeere region
remained untouched due to the innately conservative disposition of the Mbeere themselves and their disdain of missionary
influence. Therefore, the pain of losing land (and its concomitant conviction to resist the colonialists), which was the primary
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motivation for joining the Mau Mau movement for other ethnicities, was not widespread among the Mbeere. Yet, careful
examination of the economic and social conditions of the time
reveals a more complex reality. Although the colonial records
explicitly state that the Mbeere region was untouched by civilized
ideas, the wage economy and “civilisation mission” disrupted their
way of life.13 Specifically, the depletion of the Mbeere herds of
goats and beehives created a unique incentive to join the Mau
Mau movement. Thus, while Mbeere recruitment to the Mau Mau
movement did not stem from traditional social inequities, it was
nevertheless present in select regions.
The efficient functioning of the colonial government
depended on the institution of chieftaincy, which attracted ambitious men who used their power to collect taxes and subject locals
to colonial work. Marshal Clough states that the chiefs were under
considerable pressure from their British officers to bring taxes.14
He further observes how the imposition of foreign rule caused
significant changes and dislocations in Kenyans’ lives. This change
altered the social norms of local communities, particularly within
the Embu District, where new power structures emerged due
to colonial oversight.15 The chiefs, thereafter, reflected the same
pressure upon the natives. Similarly distressing for the Mbeere
was the increase of the hut and poll taxes from three to twelve
rupees. Failure to abide by these colonial regulations created civil
cases, which were adjudicated by the council of elders (Kiama).16
Additionally, chiefs tended to profit from these criminal tribunal
cases through their collection of bribes and fines.17 As illustrated
in the table below, which documents the issues presented at the
Mbeere Native Tribunal in 1951, rates of tax evasion and overall
non-compliance were high in the Mbeere region.18 The markedly
high frequency of criminal cases tried in 1951 indicates defiance to colonial rule and demonstrates the Mbeeres’ willingness
to join forces with other disobedient communities to safeguard
their autonomy.
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Criminal cases tried by various tribunal-1951
Offence

Embu Native Tribunal

Mbeere Native Tribunal

1. Tax Evasion

1091

1959

2. Cess

1117

2070

3. Breaches of ADC resolutions

506

208

4. Breaches of Native
Authority Ordinance

380

180

The Mbeere contribution to the Mau Mau movement is rarely
acknowledged due to the efforts of colonial administrators. Unless
a deliberate strategy of carefully analyzing counter-insurgency
materials for the underlying contributions of the Mbeere is
implemented, they will remain unjustly excluded from the war
of resistance in colonial Kenya.19 The following excerpt from the
Embu District Intelligence Committee illustrates how the colonial
authorities misrepresented Mbeere loyalism:
In December 1953, for example, 600 Mbeere armed with
bows, arrows and shield and including old warriors well over
70 years of age volunteered for a mass sweep under the supervision of the police and army.20 No change in their attitude,
which was well shown by 600 [Mbeere] turning up for an
operation near Embu when in fact only 100 were asked for.21

This narrative deceptively portrays the Mbeere as indisputable
opponents of the Mau Mau movement who lacked the motivation
to join its ranks. Along the same line, Jack Glazier suggests that
“there was almost total rejection of Mau Mau by the Mbeere.”22
A similar conclusion was arrived at by Daniel Branch, who
regarded the Mbeere as keen loyalists.23 This perspective fails to
liberate the Mbeere narrative in the Mau Mau movement and
continues to have a profound impact on social relations in contemporary Kenya.

The Mbeere Uniqueness in the Mau Mau Movement
In truth, one of the major mechanisms of anti-colonial resistance
was supernatural power wielded by Mbeere medicine men. It is
purported by scholars such as Jomo Kenyatta that men endowed
with such powers were highly respected among the Kikuyu and
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could communicate directly with Mwene-Nyaga (God).24 The
Kikuyu, like other ethnicities in Central Kenya, turned to God in
times of distress, utilizing seers as a conduit through which they
could receive Godly instruction.25 Furthermore, Satish Saberwal
describes how individuals could leverage Mbeere seers to deter
thieves, cure illnesses, and relieve hostilities.26 At the nexus of
superstition, faith, and obedience, the deeply ingrained knowledge
of witchcraft and magic within Mbeere culture made the Mbeere
seers highly revered, garnering them the respect of people both
within and outside their community.27 Jeremiah Mugo, an Mbeere
and Mau Mau seer, describes his role in the Mau Mau insurgency
as follows: “In the Mau Mau movement, I was a seer. When I
dreamt, I informed compatriots. Any extraordinary occurrence, I
was left to decide the cause of action.”28 The insurgents took heed
of his forewarnings, allowing the movement to survive for many
years. This example illustrates the centrality of individuals who
possessed such unique powers. Recognizing their importance to
the growth of the movement, the Mau Mau central committee
yearned to control the Mbeere and their medicine men for manipulative purposes. Indeed, magic and witchcraft formed an integral
part of the Mau Mau movement, making the Mbeere a target for
recruitment as a result of their unique supernatural powers.
In addition to their mystic abilities, the Mbeere offered
another distinct service to the movement: oathing and its associated rituals. Deeply rooted in the Mbeere culture due to its ability
to promote unity and justice, oathing was leveraged by the Mau
Mau movement to prevent division among the populace. One
specific form of oathing in Mbeere that was especially pertinent to
the Mau Mau movement was the sacrificing of a goat or sheep.29
With the oversight of a medicine man who orchestrated the ritual,
a goat was stabbed seven times by litigants as they uttered: “If
this is not the case, may I die as the goat does.” Then the Mbeere
elders dipped their walking sticks (bakora) in the blood before
the litigants drank it.30 For conflict resolution, the colonial administrators allowed the Mbeere tribunal to use the Ruengu oath in
cases of witchcraft, homicide, and theft.31 Oath-taking rituals in the
Mbeere region systematically progressed the Mau Mau consciousness, prompting secrecy and discipline among those who partook.32
The Mau Mau oath was a unifying tool that drew meaning
from traditional structures, rendering Kenyans conscious of their
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potential freedom from colonial rule. Essentially, oathing was a
process whereby initiates committed to being reborn as Mau Mau
adherents. Although the purpose of the oath was the “Unity of the
People” (Uiguano wa Muingi), it was often forcefully applied and
accompanied by elements of deception.33 For example, the Mau
Mau oath was typically taken under duress; anyone who refused to
take the oath underwent torture and outright elimination.34 Nevertheless, the Mbeere supernatural powers remained obscured to
the British colonial authorities, who, despite high levels of inquiry,
were ultimately unsuccessful in properly conceptualizing the role
of oathing and witchcraft within the Mau Mau insurgency.35 In
sum, Mbeere participation in the Mau Mau movement legitimized
the Mau Mau oath for political recruitment and facilitated the
construction of a Kikuyu identity premised on shared culture.
As a counter-insurgency measure, the colonial government
utilized propaganda to isolate and detach the Mbeere from the
Mau Mau movement by vilifying the Mbeere chiefs as vigorous
opponents of the Mau Mau insurgency. They highlighted the success of their propaganda in colonial reports in 1954, at the height
of the Mau Mau revolt, to demonstrate that the colonial government was winning against the Mau Mau movement. A. L. Archer,
a colonial administrator, described Mbeere involvement in the
Mau Mau activities in the following manner:
Having verified 60 Mbeere individuals to have taken the infamous Mau Mau oath, I found that the oath did not turn them
into enthusiastic Mau Mau adherents. A potent cleansing ceremony took place at Siakago on April 23, 1953, at 5:36 pm,
where the Mbeere repatriates, oathed at the Barry Johnson
farm, were de-oathed.36

To the colonial administrators, the malleability of the Mbeere
allowed for redemption, unlike the Kikuyu, who were sent to
detention and work camps to renounce the Mau Mau oath. In
this way, the colonial government’s propaganda wing had varying
degrees of impact on each relevant ethnicity. Its main focus, however, was to incapacitate the Mau Mau movement by “reclaiming”
the many Mbeere who had taken the first oath of unity.
Given that it did not face the same punitive villagization as
other areas in central Kenya, the Mbeere region was an ideal hideout for the Mau Mau insurgents. Facing a shortage of food, Mau
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Mau rebels often found relief in Mbeere generosity. For example,
Muthengi Mugwate, an Mbeere Mau Mau veteran, recalled how
he supplied food to the insurgents in Gachoka (Southern Mbeere)
for their safety.37 Moreover, the scarcity of food was not simply
ecologically driven; in a telegram conversation between the Governor and the Secretary of State, the former noted how the denial
of food in the Kikuyu Land Unit proved to be a successful strategy in the fight against the rebellion. As a result, the insurgents
were forced into small parties to search for sustenance; eventually,
they found that the Mbeere region could consistently sustain their
needs.38 Over time, the colonial government began to discover
weak spots in areas with less fortified villages, prompting them to
deploy “home guards,” which were government-funded paramilitary forces consisting of either loyal local inhabitants or official
security forces.39 Teams of Mbeere Mau Mau scouts responded
to this development with surveillance and intelligence gathering; whenever Embu or Mbeere home guards appeared, they
would send a clandestine warning: “Runji nirwaucura” (the river
is full).40 H.K Wachanga vividly portrays this role in the following scene: “One night, as the Mau Mau were singing and praying
for Kenyatta, Mau Mau warned his group about the approach of
government security forces. As a result, the insurgents were able
to disperse without their presence being discovered.”41 It is within
such instances that the contribution of the Mbeere insurgents routinely enabled the survival of the Mau Mau movement.

Identity Politics in the Embu Region
Before colonialism, the Embu and the Mbeere coexisted as
equals.42 They engaged in foodstuff exchange consisting of goods
like sorghum, lablab beans, pigeon peas, and finger millet, which
left in caravans from the Mbeere region to Embu markets. This
economic relationship displays the industriousness of the Mbeere,
who understood the benefit of maintaining relationships with
the other ethnic groups of central Kenya. Indeed, good relations
and stable trade between the Mbeere and the Embu reactivated old ties that had endured for several generations, allowing
them to travel into each other’s territory, temporarily host one
another, and provide support in times of need.43 These ties were
especially important as Embu climatic conditions became more
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agriculturally productive than those of the arid Mbeere landscape,
resulting in a migration of Mbeere out of their homeland and the
establishment of a food-structured relationship between the two
groups. Here, Angelique Haugerud draws a connection between
food security and the nuances of power and politics at large.44
As the Mbeere livelihood became unstable, their political status
also suffered, and patron-client relations evolved disfavourably.
Over time, the Embu’s exceptional agricultural abilities allowed
them to undermine the Mbeere and treat them as unworthy competitors.45 On the other hand, John Mwaruvie offers a shift from
the static view of the Mbeere towards a more dynamic perspective of time-consciousness and effective engagement in specific
activities throughout the year, such as farming, labor mobilization, and internal and regional trade.46 On the whole, however, the
Mbeere were portrayed as consumers who did not develop commensurately with the changing system, which profoundly affected
their identity.
A combination of the Embu region’s geography, population
density, and climate fueled the growing social inequality between
the Embu and Mbeere. These conditions helped to increase the
wealth and prestige of the Embu, enabling them to assume a superior position within the Embu District (an administrative unit
reserved for the Embu, Mbeere, Gichugu, and Ndia people). By
contrast, with notably fewer geographical advantages, the Mbeere
accepted a subordinate position, both politically and economically. This divergence of influence was beneficial for the colonial
power, whose support was strategically shown to whichever side
that best fit their wavering interests.47 Of course, such partialities precipitated unfavourable social outcomes between groups
who, hitherto, had developed mutually beneficial relationships.
Angelique Haugerud captures this local shift in her analysis of
old Embu songs that mocked the Mbeere’s lack of self-sufficiency
during the time of drought:
In Mbeere from Karamandi to Evurore, I hear from Njumo
(a traditional dance song) that the sorghum has been infected
with smut. Let it be infected again and again, for they must
pay back the grain we gave them during the famine of
Kithioro. Woe unto you Mbeere people: I will mock you again
and again, even if you do not give me water. If you do not
dance at home, how will you dance in a foreign land?48
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This example affirms Sherree Zalampa’s claims that communities
with relatively elevated statuses tend to be arrogant, boastful, and
oppressive.49 Strained by these circumstances, many Mbeere found
it easier to self-identify as Embu. Conversely, only on rare occasions would an Embian pose as a Mbeerian, given that the Embu
now perceived themselves far too enlightened to identify with
what they considered to be a lower class.50 As noted by Leonidas
Donskis, “the shifting identity is always troubled, and the troubled
identity is always shifting.”51 Realizing the impact of a collective
identity for Embu and Mbeere, the colonial authority framed the
latter as an innately conservative and lazy people who required a
great deal of persuasion and supervision to cultivate. Correspondingly, the Embu adopted a similar perspective, pronouncing the
Mbeere a weak and overly dependent people.
Distrust between the Embu and the Mbeere was further
exacerbated by the perceived preferential treatment of the latter
over the former. First, the claims and the counterclaims regarding
boundaries between the Embu and the Mbeere induced bitterness
and triggered hostility, especially as the Mbeere forfeited land
on the Embu-Mbeere border.52 In 1954, a colonial administrator noted the following: “In February . . . the Mbeere, apart from
a long-standing animosity regarding their boundary within the
Embu Division (an administrative region of the Embu and the
Mbeere) considered the inhabitants of the latter to be all Mau
Mau adherents.”53 Therefore, the Embu were accused of destroying
political unity and social cohesion, which were considered crucial
by the Mbeere for economic development. Second, merging the
Mbeere within the Embu Division, rather than creating distinct
administrative units, resulted in the Mbeere feeling physically
exposed to Embu insurgent attacks and territorially excluded.
Third, for administrative purposes, the colonial power operated
exclusively from Embu territory, leaving no administrative officer
posted to the Mbeere region until 1956. The Mbeere region, therefore, suffered political marginalisation and uneven development.
The artificial conceptualisation of landscapes and their concomitant narratives shaped by the elites (the British colonisers and
dominant ethnic groups) marginalised the Mbeere in the Embu
District.54 Lastly, as Daniel Branch explains, the Embu incorrectly
alleged that all Mbeere were serving as home guards, who were
the main enemy of the Mau Mau movement.55 Ironically, during
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the war, the British colonial government actually converted loyal
Kikuyu, Embu, and Meru guards into home guards.56 In short, the
distrust created by the colonial administrators between the Embu
and the Mbeere (who bore the worst effects) paved the way for
further colonial exploitation.
The extortionate economy of Nairobi frustrated central
Kenyan ethnicities equally, thereby contributing to the efficacy of
the insurgency campaign and ultimately providing much-needed
direction for ethnic solidarity and political consciousness. Consequently, the 80,000 souls in Nairobi city found identity in either
their place of origin or, in the case of the Embu and Mbeere, in
the suffering they endured together.57 Recognizing the mounting
pressure, the colonial government sought to sanitize Nairobi of
the insurgency by conducting “Operation Anvil” on April 24, 1954.
Led by General George Erskine, a senior British Army Officer,
this military operation sought to round up all the Kikuyu, Embu,
and Meru to be screened and brought to trial.58 Before Operation Anvil, an emergency committee meeting was held to assess
the situation in Nairobi. The following is a précis of that meeting
given by the Intelligence Adviser A. M. MacDonald to the Colony
Emergency Committee on January 9, 1954:
There can be no doubt that a large proportion of them are
still giving active assistance to Mau Mau while another large
section is not prepared to come out on the government side.
In those areas where the Kikuyu are known to be actively
and voluntarily assisting the terrorists, the full weight of government must be brought to bear on the Kikuyu people as
a whole. This involves more drastic action than has yet been
taken. Unless drastic measures are employed, the rising tide
of political consciousness will sweep other tribes into agitation and possibly violence. The government hoped to reduce
the swollen Kikuyu population either by removing all Kikuyu
from the city or subjecting them to strict control.59

This passage indicates the indiscriminate, brutal, and vengeful
character of Operation Anvil, which became increasingly apparent as the colonial government received countless complaints
regarding its effect upon the guilty and innocent alike.60 During
this time, General George Erskine deployed an estimated 25,000
security forces who directed Africans to pack only one bag and
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exit the streets peacefully. Caroline Elkins noted, “all Africans
were temporarily taken to barbed-wire enclosures. . . the Kikuyu,
as well as the closely affiliated Embu and Meru, were separated
from the rest.”61 In the end, Operation Anvil was characterized by
confusion and blind expediency wherein protesters were immediately detained in special police vehicles, and military personnel
often failed to distinguish between the Embu and Mbeere, who,
as should be recognized, bore the weight of the “Anvil” together.
Although having endured many of the same hardships by
the conclusion of the emergency on January 12, 1960, the ethnic
groups of Central Kenya were not equally acknowledged for their
roles in the Mau Mau movement. While the Embu were memorialized through their involvement in the Mau Mau movement, the
actions of their Mbeere counterparts received far less credit. Alam
Shamsul describes the Mau Mau movement as a Kikuyu, Embu,
and Meru phenomenon; that is to say, in the Embu District (home
to both the Mbeere and Embu), the Embu were regarded as the
sole community involved in the rebellion.62 The official discourse
reinforces the idea that “Mbeere loyalty [to the British colonialists] was beyond question, and they proved themselves energetic
in keeping the Mau Mau out of their territory.”63 Inside the Embu
District, the memory of the Mau Mau nationalist movement is
still maintained through the lens of the Embu, who obstructed the
public legitimacy of the Mbeere involvement in the movement. As
a result, the Mbeere lost a defining piece of their identity and were
denied a specific historical narrative as actors within an integral
part of Kenyan history.

Positionality: The Core and the Periphery
Representation in the Mau Mau historiography depended on the
location one settled with respect to Mount Kenya and Nairobi.
Markedly, the Mau Mau narratives tended to favor areas nearest
to the core (Nairobi and Mt. Kenya), while the peripheral regions,
such as the one inhabited by the Mbeere, were insignificant in the
Mau Mau historiography. Accordingly, the Kikuyu, living closest
to Nairobi, were the first ethnic group to be incorporated into the
cash economy, which ultimately shaped their lifestyle and perception of Europeans.64 Representation also depended upon the
accounts of colonial administrators, who took it upon themselves
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to decide which version of the Mau Mau movement history was
fit for public consumption. To avoid future criticism and draw a
veil over the past, the British officials handled the most candid
reports by either destroying them or flying them to London.65
These actions suggest that the colonial state played a significant
role in silencing the narratives of the Mbeere and other communities in the Mau Mau movement.
Geographically, the Mau Mau movement penetrated lands
well beyond the borders of the Mbeere region. To this end, the
urban-based Mbeere infiltrated the Ukambani region to encourage greater voluntary support of the Mau Mau movement and
spread the appeal of land rights and freedom.66 Additionally, the
outward expansion of Mau Mau ideology eventually resulted in
the establishment of oathing in the Embu District; this is evidenced by many chiefs in the Embu District, such as Fausto,
Muruatetu, Paul Makenda, and Manunga Ngochi, who decided
to take the oath.67 Thanks to Mau Mau efforts of secrecy and concealment, it was difficult for the British colonial government to
blame these chiefs, enabling many of them to escape repressive
counter-insurgency campaigns. Regarding the Mbeere themselves,
the colonial authorities believed that they were impervious to
Mau Mau indoctrination despite their proximity to the “core”
of the movement.68 In contrast, the Ukambani region, where
the Kamba lived, was far from Mt. Kenya (the “core”), yet the
British nevertheless recognized the Kamba involvement in the
Mau Mau movement. Similarly, Narok, despite being located
along the “periphery,” is recognized by the British to have been
profoundly influenced by the movement.69 Despite the massive
infiltration that occurred in Mbeere locations, coupled with the
state’s acknowledgement of Mau Mau influence in the Kamba and
Narok locations, it is clear that the exclusion of the Mbeere from
the Mau Mau struggle was deliberate and politically motivated.
Eventually, the Mau Mau movement adjusted tactics, and
forests were no longer the primary theater of the conflict. Insurgents oscillated between the African land reserves and Nairobi,
enhancing the Mau Mau movement’s network. Due to the worsening economic situation in the Mbeere region, many Mbeere had
begun migrating to Nairobi since before 1930. The Embu, Meru,
and Kikuyu, who were already present in the city, consequently
included these newly-urbanized Mbeere in oathing ceremonies
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that progressed social solidarity and raised political commitment.70
That being said, Mwaniki Kabeca refutes the claim that peripheral
communities never participated in the Mau Mau movement: “The
Mbeere are a secretive community. They took the Mau Mau oath
and participated discretely. The Mbeere appeared to be against the
Mau Mau movement, and the colonial administrators perceived
them as extremely loyal.”71 Kabeca further argues that Mbeere
participation in the Mau Mau movement was complex insofar as
their chiefs often shielded them from interactions with the Embu,
Kikuyu, and Meru.72 In her biography, Mukami Kimathi explains
that despite his best intentions, her husband’s decision to send
her to Nairobi was, in fact, negligent: “He had thrown me into the
lion’s den that was Nairobi.”73 On arriving in Nairobi, Mukami
Kimathi lived in an ethnically arranged area where she, along with
many other Mbeere, suffered alongside the Kikuyu, Meru, and
Embu. She contends that the colonial government segregated the
Central Province communities in Kariokor, Bondeni, and Bahati
to stop the spread of anti-imperialist ideas. Within the communities mentioned above, the Kikuyu, Mbeere, Meru, and Embu
were all suspects because of their ethnic group affiliation. Thus,
contrary to the narrative advanced by some scholars, the Mbeere
were both present and actively involved in the movement’s Nairobi-based activities.
As the Mau Mau violence intensified, the colonial government responded by issuing passbooks to censor movement and
cast surveillance over the Kikuyu, Mbeere, and Embu alike. These
passbooks were issued to ethnic groups suspected of deep involvement in the Mau Mau movement and enabled close supervision
by the colonial government.74 Unfortunately, archival evidence
about the issuance of passbooks does not shed light on why the
Mbeere, who were issued passbooks and subjected to the same
curtailing of personal freedoms as their Kikuyu, Embu, and Meru
counterparts, were nevertheless found to be “loyalists.” Notably,
the passbook order dated February 11, 1954, crippled the movement of all Kikuyu, Embu, and Meru citizens:
No adult Kikuyu, Embu or Meru may move or reside outside
his or her Native Land Unit unless in possession of a passbook bearing a special endorsement valid only for a specified
move or permit to reside, that such passbook shall be carried
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at all times outside Native Land Unit and shall be produced
on demand by any authorised person.75

Despite their lack of mention in the excerpt above, oral evidence
reveals how the Mbeere who worked in Nairobi and other towns
such as Mombasa possessed passbooks.76 As shown in the following correspondence between the Taita District Commissioner and
District Pass Officer, it was hard for colonial administrators to
distinguish between the Embu and the Mbeere:
Mr Munyi Musungu, an Mbeere, was charged before Second
Class Magistrate Voi on January 13, 1958 with failing to preserve his Kikuyu, Meru and Embu passbook, contrary to
section 20(e) of the Emergency Regulations 1954. He was
fined Shilling (Shs) 5, which he paid as court fines receipt
No. 251822 of 13.1.1958. On January 15, 1958, District Pass
officer Mombasa wrote a letter to the District Commissioner
Taita District that Munyi Musungu-Passbook No. 28766 was a
member of the Mbeere ethnic group and was not required to
have a passbook.77

Hence, the Mbeere were in fact subjected to the same surveillance and scrutinization that was reserved for suspects of the Mau
Mau movement.

Labelling in Colonial Embu District
One especially gruesome tactic utilized by Mau Mau insurgents
was the “labelling” of individuals who failed to adhere to the doctrine of the movement. One scholar, Teboho Ansorge, draws a
connection between the ear cutting conducted by the insurgents
and an ancient, shameful Babylonian punishment reserved for
individuals who neglected to pay their fines. In this way, ear cutting
was a physical manifestation of one’s dereliction of authority.78 In
particular, the Mbeere witnessed frequent labelling attacks in the
1950s; archival and oral evidence suggests that this ear cutting
spree was orchestrated by none other than Mau Mau insurgents.79
Chief Kombo of Mavuria reported one such attack on an Mbeere
caravan resting en route to the Embu market at Gachoka on the
night of February 1, 1953. Respondent X, an Mbeerian brought up
in Embu, narrated how they planned and executed the Gachoka
attack.80 During the initial confrontation, it became apparent that
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most of the present Mbeere residents had refused to take the Mau
Mau oath of unity. Consequently, led by Mwangi Chege and Boniface Maina, the battalion felt compelled to attack. Since it was
impossible to oath them all simultaneously, it was decided that
they should instead be engraved with a mark. At this moment,
the Mau Mau insurgents agreed to mark the Mbeere by clipping
their ears; specifically, they selected the right ear for the men and
the left ear for the women. This engraved sign (rori) signified their
refusal to take the oath and signified a permanent transition to a
lower status. Respondent X rationalized how such arrangements
of physical punishment and their accompanying demotion was the
best way to compel conformity and support the goals of the Mau
Mau insurgency.
The scars from the Gachoka attack bore witness to the harsh
realities of the Mau Mau war of resistance. Ear mutilation was
a crude, egregious, and unnecessary practice, especially in the
case of Gachoka, in which the option to oath was unavailable. On
December 4, 1953, a similar incident occurred when an Mbeere
man and his wives had their left ears removed by a gang of eight
men at Kiamuringa before being oathed with their own blood.81
Here, “labelling” was a form of domination, placing all those who
were ostensibly anti-Mau Mau on public display.82 Essentially, ear
cutting relayed to the residents of Central Kenya that the Mbeere
were against subaltern consciousness, a grave generalization that
carried implications beyond disfigurement. Tellingly, the colonial
government was unbothered with the atrocities inflicted upon
the Mbeere. This is evidenced by its lack of effort to separate
the Mbeere (“loyalists”) from the Embu (Mau Mau suspects), as
was planned in the case of the Meru.83 Instead, individuals in the
Mbeere region continued to disappear without a trace, prompting
great fear and hysteria.84 By and large, it is clear how the act of ear
clipping contributed to the near-elimination of the Mbeere narrative in the Mau Mau war of resistance. The following is one Embu
account of how the Mbeere came to lose their ears:
Immediately after the movement started, adverts and invitations were calling on those who would become soldiers and
help the White man fight the Mau Mau. The Mbeere men
came to a place called Embu and asked them, “Where is this
office where people are being employed as soldiers to beat
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the Embu?” They told them that if that is all they wanted,
they should follow them to be shown. They were taken to
that place between Ugweri and Mbeere, at the boundaries,
around 1953 to 1954. The guide showing them the way took
them into a bush where the Mau Mau insurgents were. They
were told that “You know you are our brothers; if it were not
for that, we would have cut your throats, but we will give you
a mark so that you do not talk such nonsense again. Each one
of them had an ear chopped off. 85

The described incident highlights the division that grew between
those who supported the Mau Mau movement and those who
stood against it. Those who possessed the authority to “label”
(the Embu) also wielded the power to socially construct a distinct group of “others” (the Mbeere), who, due to low population
density and lack of political voice, could not control their image.
To the residents of the Embu District, ear clipping was normalized as a legitimate method for social classification. Overall,
the cataloguing of the Mbeere as loyalists severed them from
subaltern consciousness and left them vulnerable, alienated,
and insecure.
Needless to say, ear clipping left an irreversible imprint on
the Mbeere mind. Within the interviews conducted for this article, there was a general feeling of subordination and inferiority
among the Mbeere, evoked in statements such as “Mumbeere ti
Mundu” (the Mbeere are less human). 86 Worse still, fears of “contamination” caused by association with the Mbeere persist today,
limiting their social mobility and thus their livelihoods. Furthermore, although the Mbeere frequently suffered from Mau Mau
attacks, the colonial administration failed to address their grievances seriously. The following passage from the Embu District
Intelligence Committee reveals either their lack of awareness or
their decision to strategically ignore the reality of the situation:
“the Mbeere are extremely good and are indignant about this
latest ear amputating out-rage. They are perpetually expressing
their keenness to come to grips with the enemy.”87 Thus, although
the British recognized the potential for further attacks and reprisal, they chose to act in service of their own interests, framing
the circumstances in a manner that meant that protection for the
Mbeere was unwarranted.
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The Role of the Mbeere Chiefs in Countering the Mau
Mau Insurgency
The chieftaincy institution was a necessity for the British government, whose colonial officials were too few and too scattered
across the colony to govern the territory by themselves.88 Although
the position of chief was non-existent among the Kikuyu and
the Mbeere during pre-colonial times, it was determined by the
British to be crucial for the administrative hierarchy of Kenya.89
Eventually, the chiefs were granted a monopoly of power over the
implementation of policies in African Districts. Therefore, at least
provincially, the administrative burden rested on the chiefs, an
entirely new and largely unpopular establishment in many parts
of Kenya. Despite widespread dislike for the institution, many
aspired to be chiefs in the Mbeere region. Those appointed to
this position had already served the administration as sublocation
headmen or tribal retainers. In some instances, the administrators
appointed people to the status of chieftaincy based on relatives
who had previously served in government positions. For example,
in the Kiambu District, sixteen chiefs were succeeded by a relative, illustrating a tendency to keep appointments within the same
family.90 However, it must also be noted that the chief’s position
was precarious—one either worked in the interest of Europeans or for their fellow natives.91 Although working for European
interests presented an opportunity for personal aggrandizement,
it came at the risk of removal by those over whom the chiefs were
commissioned to preside.
As local political administrators, chiefs often seized new
opportunities to enrich themselves through subtle albeit observable methods, such as fraudulently acquiring land. Years later, they
would eventually own small businesses, large herds of goats, and
transport companies.92 However, with the benefits of colonial support came a growing disconnect between chiefs and their fellow
natives, as well as immense pressure to carry out government
directives without fail. In some cases, appointed chiefs were tasked
with disseminating propaganda through local meetings (baraza) to
sustain the bureaucratic systems.93 In other cases, faced with widespread resistance, the colonial government demanded that these
chiefs address the violent opposition of agitators. To that end, in
order to drive their campaign, the colonial administrators often
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reminded the Mbeere chiefs of their expendable nature. One of
the more notorious ways in which chiefs contributed to the colonial penetration of the Mbeere region is by determining the most
administratively efficient locations for the future construction of
colonial buildings.94 Due to the concomitant increase in supervision and oversight, this colonial strategy resulted in a great schism
between the Mbeere chiefs and the natives; however, upon realizing the military power of the colonial government, the natives
eventually adopted a more cooperative perspective.95 Unfortunately, tensions were further exacerbated by the numerous other
duties that were expected of chiefs, including their burden under
the District Commissioner to remit taxes.96 In sum, chiefs occupied
a crucial position that played a pivotal role in determining the
direction of the colonial administration.
With respect to their role in the Mau Mau movement, the
Mbeere chiefs would eventually begin moderating even the most
culturally sensitive aspects of Mbeere life. Like the Kikuyu, the
Mbeere conducted clitoridectomy as a process of female initiation
to adulthood.97 Older women, respecting their cultural traditions,
defied the government directive to stop clitoridectomy, which was
issued as a punishment for suspected Mau Mau supporters.98 In the
Embu region, clitoridectomy was under serious debate between
the older generation of women and the men who served in the
Local Native Council, especially the Embu and Mbeere chiefs
(who appeared as the main protagonists of the government).99
This exchange between tradition and the desired outcomes of the
colonial government is expressed in the following oral evidence
that describes an incident that occurred in Mavuria:
I would not say that Kombo was a good man. He arrested
us for branding our bodies with letters that he associated
with the Mau Mau movement. We were arrested and kept at
Kavondori where we dug trenches. Kombo refused us to be
circumcised, citing our mothers had taken the Mau Mau oath,
but we did it in secret.100

This episode shows how chiefs were willing to arrest anybody
suspected of affiliation with the Mau Mau movement, regardless
of the cultural significance of their alleged transgression. Over
time, the Mbeere were made to believe by their chiefs that the
Mau Mau insurgents were terrorists (mang’ei).101 This strategy was
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successful, as minimal contact between locals and suspected Mau
Mau supporters resulted in a significant loss of traction among the
passive insurgency wing.102
It should also be noted that the Mbeere chiefs were quick
to salvage or “de-oath” those who had been indoctrinated as
an alternative to incarceration. Oral evidence reveals how chief
Kombo, the oldest chief and longest-serving chief in Mbeere,
administered a cleansing oath (gutahekio) as a form of counteroathing.103 In this way, chief Kombo demonstrated his worth to
the colonial government through his ability to “reclaim” lost
Mbeere individuals. One Mbeere chief stands out among the rest
as being particularly instrumental in the fight against the Mau
Mau insurgency. To prevent the pervasion of the Mau Mau movement in the Mbeere region, Chief Mwandiko of Evurore went to
extreme lengths; rather than working towards political integration,
Mwandiko chose instead to engender antagonism between the
Embu and the Mbeere, effectively undermining the vision of land
and self-mastery for all Kenyans. To European officials, however,
Mwandiko was an ideal chief for their version of modern progress.
The Mbeere, interestingly, did not all share the same assessment
of their chief; while some viewed him as warlike and tribalist (ethnocentric), others believed him to be a “true Mbeere,” ready to
defend his people from Mau Mau attacks.104
Nthiga Mukinyango, an Mbeere who was interviewed for
this article, recollected how Mwandiko created ruthless paraadministrative and military bodies who mercilessly implemented
his command.105 He further recounts how, during a cleansing
ceremony in Ishiara, chief Mwandiko and several tribal retainers severely beat him and others.106 After, Mwandiko called for
a baraza (meeting) for the people of Ishiara, Nguthi, Evurore,
and Kathera to make an example of those suspected to be Mau
Mau supporters.107 Here, Mwandiko ordered a tribal retainer to
torture the Mau Mau suspects.108 To make matters worse, Chief
Mwandiko also authorized the Mbeere in Evurore to retaliate
and attack the Embu on sight, solidifying the rupture between
the two groups. Jackson Ireri, an Embian who worked in Ishiara
as a primary school teacher, recalled how chief Mwandiko fueled
hatred even against Embu teachers in the Mbeere regions.109 Ultimately, Chief Mwandiko’s actions in response to the Mau Mau
insurgency helped advance a perspective of this history, which
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inappropriately categorizes the entirety of the Mbeere people as
advocates of the colonial administration.
Together, the colonial government and the Mbeere chiefs
fabricated stories of injustices linked to the Embu, who supported
the Mau Mau movement.110 The following statement by Chief
Mwandiko is representative of their counter-indoctrination strategy: “There is no way the eyes of Muembu and Mumbere can see
each other; the Embu eyes can burn the Mbeere eyes since Embu
are murderers.”111 Chiefs, as colonial agents, offered information
that predominantly served the colonial interests. In his recent
study on propaganda generated in the Mau Mau war, Myles
Osborne maintains that the colonial government’s engagement in
information production and dissemination of materials was meant
to discredit the Mau Mau movement and inspire confidence in the
government over the rebellion.112 Along the same lines, the colonial government publicized its “best interests” for the Mbeere and
promised projects that were slow to materialize. Similarly, they
drew attention to the benefits of colonial development programs
to minimize the influence of the Mau Mau movement upon the
Kenyan public.

Conclusion
Most scholars laud the contributions of the Kikuyu, the Embu, and
the Meru in the Mau Mau movement at the expense of peripheral
communities such as the Mbeere. The Kikuyu, Embu, and Meru
have used their historical involvement in the Mau Mau movement
to claim ownership of their respective narratives, legitimatize
claims of immense suffering from the brutality of the colonial
government, and gain political and economic control. On the contrary, the peripheral communities, who try to claim victimhood in
the Mau Mau narrative, are blocked by the lauded communities
who deny them recognition for their genuine contributions. In
Embu County, the Embu ethnicity controls the Mau Mau insurgency’s narratives and interpretation; this allows them to construct
a public memory that rationalizes their participation and diminishes the role of others. Exploring the Mbeere account of this
conflict gives voice to the silence and helps to decolonize existing
knowledge for the peripheral masses. Fortunately, credible information derived from the Mbeere Mau Mau veterans concerning
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the incontrovertible realities of the colonial encounter adds a new
dimension to understanding the Mau Mau movement in Kenya
and its role in shaping contemporary societal issues. It is necessary for the collective memory to challenge the dominant image
and offer a counter-representation, which presents open-ended
interpretation, expands existing knowledge, and enhances imagination. Thus, there is a need to credit peripheral communities like
the Mbeere, whose history was sanitized by colonial administrators, dismissed by post-independent governments, rationalized by
scholars, and manipulated by the Embu populace to influence the
Mau Mau historiography.
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